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Oline: 1) 20_perspective
- Ising eFT

- topological defects

2) _3----perspective.
- Ising MFC

- 2deFT from 3dTFT

- Some correlators
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Taking acontinuum limit of the lattice Ising model at Terit

leads to a 14,3), e=Virasovo minimal model with state space
i.e space of states an eirele

It =P.. Rz. R. ... unitary highest weight rep with

weight h

i.e we have three primary fields 11
I

E
/
8

identity anergy spin
feorresponds feorresponds
to perturbation to perturbation

Topologeelects
in temperature) in magnetic field)

In the lattice description we saw that a local

change along a path leads to a modification of

the partion function

=>This should be reflected in the eFT

·...12 =>Defect operator!
·sei)"

⑧ ⑧ ② &



Moreover this shouldbe topological because only the endpoints were

relevant!

Putting the system an a eylinder * Itopological implies that we
can move it up and down

we get an operator Dx:(t- )=(
-R

i.e [Dx,H] =0

-

we constrain this operator? :-
Hex)
D,Hem Dx Hamiltonian

i) Defect topological E) [T, Dx) =(7,Dx] =0 Es [Ln,Dx] =[In, Dx] =0 Fnek=> Dx is Virtin interteiner

irreducibility of En implies that it needs to be of the form

Dy =xP +BP +WP with Puilt-RE, projectors and 2, 4,8 E K.-16

ii)Let us calerlate the torus amplitude

e) tr,Dy eeM)

(2) traz, e
-RHySi

eut in two ways:

= Mijke,j
↑ *

e/N=T,0isje90,
(7) tr 1Dy e=trcP. +4 +WP) etHeRI)

- 2HL/R=trP +BR +WP) qlotto-z) with o=e

=ax,(x) +x,1)xa) +

0xoo-exCharacter for the rep Ro.

2) treH,) =... Mij Xi) kil)



Using the modular transformation of characters under S-transformation 2,1q) =Sig2,19)))/given by the S-retrixleads to the linear system voral =(1x) + ko)+ r.all

Sns= (88) with S =(E)
and MeMatexs(N).

We can find "minimal" solutions which form a basis for the Dy:

Di=Po+ Pax +Peng = id "no defect"

Di =Po +Pyz - Deine "Spin flip labels will make sense soon)

Do=P.- P1 ~???"

Wtheyct?
First note that we can fuse defectsby moving them together:

DjoPi = Di

-Dy= Dax eg. DiePo=DäpD; =DöE
DioDi=Di +DE

(D, D;} T2 - Symmetry defect!

Do is non-inventible, but what is it?

We cold pull a
Use 3d perspective

·defect over a inediäte gt....)e to gain insight!
o bulk field:



perspeive
Idea:Rational CFT's are boundary theories of a 3d TFT, let us use

this to describe the defect operators:

Esinge
two possibilities:In

Ro Rusz Ry6 te

Essimples:
,e -deste lassociator, ...)

fusion rules:

fanizafusion linear, semis imple actually four distinet
finite, monoidal, rigid

de
enes

One can show that this fusion eat can be equipped with abraiding
two distinct

which is non-degenerate, i.e. we get a modular fusion extegory.pirotal structures

Claim: There is aconstruction which produces a 3d TFT
-

from a modular fusion category: (Reshethihin-Turger

*aetally ribbon

entalentwitte,eineoperatorabledbyobrests
ineine

junction
operator

SPI

morphism I I z(2)
...
vector space Estate spare

[ -> z (M):215) ->z([... linear masp

compatible with e... =>operators



->
from 3d TFT

1 Theorem in algebra, otherwise convergence problems gal

Entspanne Chiral

chiral block Spolee BL12gif...,a)) = Zaf[gilka, ..., all
correlator
-
erector VOA-Reps

=>Homz, 11, X, a... ax,o
L =pa

**x

Extra input datum to specify CFT
I ↓

a toein'pamez, earseEndlezele=>z(5)*zE)*
&

us = frin chival Kantschiral
lin general it corresponds to

a special symmetric Frobenius

kenntdefects? I. I

Aline defect in the CFT corresponds ·gebracimodernfinnow to aline defect in the red plane.

Since the red plane is trivial for us,it is just a regular
Wilson line and Labeled by an object in Is!

/In general it would be as bimodule for the above algebra)



The action of aline defect ean now be
compu ted as follows:

⑭ ->EIx diagram in Is.
#

le morphism

Since X, y are both objects in Is we can decampose them into simples
=>We only need to understand how simples act!

The action of a simple defect Tj on asimple field ei

Hopf link in

trace X -
↓xi =i I bee ause Yi is simple -- A =i=

s-matwix

lei y;

Endlei)e
Dy = idytidetide

=) Da = idid - ide as before !!!

De= idn-ide

What about d edite Ota-
we gebe stattetme ->de-fo



-a
correlators

1) the point function on sphere:

coos==a =i =0 ==(pps

=)sar, reputsz Kramers-Wannier duality!!!

2) two point function on torus:

coos: -wiri
Extra terms"from fusion rules


